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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study (l) to develop a comprehensive guide of salient techni-
nal factors to be considered in the selection of general class-
room furniture; (2) to compile information of the various types 
of equipment available; and (3) to outline some considerations 
involved in the purchase of such equipment. 
Importance of the study. Those responsible for the 
selection of general classroom furniture have frequently had to 
rely largely on the subjective advice of schoolmen or the 
prejudiced opinions of salesmen. Larger school districts have 
been able to employ Business Managers with the technical back-
ground and experience necessary to select carefully the best 
type of general classroom furniture to suit thei~needs. In 
this study an attempt was made to compile into one manual many 
of the important factors which should be considered, and wher-
ever possible, a brief explanation of why the factor was im-
portant. 
Definitions of terms used. General classroom furniture 
was interpreted to mean those pieces of furniture which were 
designed for student utilization in a general classroom learn-
ing situation. Easels, benches, and other such units which 
Eoston University 
School qf Education 
Library 
were designed for a special field of study within the class-
room were not included in this study nor were any teacher's 
furnishings. 
Organization of the study. A review of allied and per-
tinent literature to the selection of school furniture has been 
included in the chapter immediately following this one. Next, 
considerations of the materials, hardware, fastenings, fit-
tings, finishes, and the like have been mentioned in general 
terms. With these generalizations in mind, each type of seating 
and/or writing arrangement has been examined in detail. Such 
factors as cost, design, size availability, materials, probable 
maintenance requirements, and the special features of each 
type of furniture has been mentioned. Finally, some generally 
pertinent considerations of purchasing procedures have been 
offered. 
HOW THIS GUIDE WAS DEVELOPED 
Author's background. There were so many facets to the 
problem that a wide and varied series of experiences was nec-
essary to develop such a guide. By way of formal training , the 
author was a trained and experienced teacher of Industrial Arts. 
With this background it was possible to draw upon a wide range 
of ideas and experiences concerning the structural aspects of 
furniture and fastenings. More recently the writer has been 
3 
the individual responsible for the recomrnendatf·ons of furniture 
purchases to a school board. Additional ideas were formulated 
and knowledge acquired while serving in this position. By form-
ing business acquaintanceships with a great many school furni-
ture salesmen many of their thoughts were acquired and utilized. 
The greatest single source of information was such pub-
lished materials as catalogs and pamphlets from manufacturers 
telling of the advantages of their particular products. Much 
of this advertising literature was based on impartial tests 
made of their products by independent testing laboratories. 
These laboratory findings have been noted herein wherever they 
seemed pertinent. 
Cost index. The costs of the items described herein 
are relative to each other and based on an index of One Dollar 
as One. ($1.00 = 1.00) Prices were determined from actual bids 
in one room quantities (to accomodate thirty-six pupils) net, 
delivered ready-for-use to Warwick, Rhode Island. Mean prices 
as indicated are perhaps slightly higher than those paid for 
equipment as purchased by competitive bids, yet the index of 
the relationship of one price to another between the various 
pieces should be reasonably valid and representative. The 
highest and lowest bids for each item has similarly been in-
cluded in order to indicate the outer economic limits of said 
bids. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE 
'~ile many researchers have developed guides to the 
selection of school furniture in terms of the existing curricu-
lum~ grade ~evel, or physiological considerations, there is re 
dearth of studies devoted primarily to the structural and pblfsi-
cal considerations of the furniture units. 
Historical background. In early Ame·r ican schoolhouses 
the furniture was merely that of the home or meeting house in 
which school happened to be kept. Eventually \vhen school build-
ings developed as such, the furnishings received some considera-
tions.l On three walls of t he room a continuous ~rriting desk 
v-ras built , accompanied by v-rooden unplaned slabs to serve as 
seats. 2 Pupils faced the ~ralls to work but since there t-rere 
no backs on the benches, children could turn around and face t~ 
center of the room for reciting. The master had a large and 
impressive desk on a platform in front of the ro om. In front 
of the master's desk there '\'las often a separate bench for tha 
special group to sit on during its recitation. 
1 R. Wyman, "Teacher Reaction to the Features Affecting 
Instruction in New Elementary Classrooms," {unpublished Doctor's 
thesis, Boston University, 1956) p. 53. 
2 L.F. Kleinfield, "Visual Education One Hundred Years 
Ago," Yearbook of Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association Inc. 
Another arrangement of early American school furniture 
was one in v.rhich a bench v-ras placed against the wall on three 
sides of the room v'lith a higher writing _bench or desk in front 
5 
of it. Another bench and desk v-ras commonly · set up inside tre 
outer one. This arrangement had the advantage of pupils facing 
the teacher and the outer circle at least could lean against 
the ~mll for support of their backs. The inner group might 
be able to lean against the desks behind them. 
Eventually benches and desks accomodating six or eight 
pupils were placed across the room with an aisle down the 
center. This is the system which eventually prevailed.3 
In the early part of the nineteenth century concern 
was sho~m for the comfort and well being of the pupils. A 
movement was started towards the provision of individual seats 
and desks, although the multiple student desks with single 
chairs were provided at one phase of this transitional period.4 
By 1860 individual chairs and desks were common. They 
were mounted on heavily embellished cast iron frames and firmly 
anchored to the floors in orderly rows.5 
3A. Lyons, "Horace Mann's Influence of Schoolhousing,n 
(unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Ma s sachusetts, 
1954) p. 8 
4w. A. Mo1~y, Recollections of ~ ~ England Educator . 
(New York: Silver Burdett, 1908), p. !)2 
5 E. P. Cubberly, Public Education in ~ United States 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947), p . 330. 
6 
By 1900 some attempt was being made to fit the furniture 
to the body shapes and size requirements and adjustable desks 
and seats were being produced for classrooms. 6 
Physiological Considerations. The search for the best 
type and style of school furniture continues. Administrators7 
agree that, "Individual differences in children are just as rool 
in the physical world as in the mental, and every child should 
be provided vlith a school desk and seat that will allmv for his 
own positive development, comfort, and health protection." 
Recent studies by Harmon$ have indicated that a child's 
usable energy is consumed in the following sequence and amounts: 
First 43 3/4 per cent - basal act ivities ·, 
circulation, etc. 
respiration~ 
Next 12 1/2 per cent - food metabolism 
Next 12 l/2 per cent - demands of growth 
Remaining 31 1/4 per cent - available for all activity 
demanded by the environmen~ 
This can be condensed by saying that most of a child• s energy 
i s used merely to keep alive, awake, ana ready to act, a d that 
less than half remains for gro~~h, activity, and l earning. I t 
6 L. P. and M. Ayres, "School Buildings and Equipment,n 
Committee of the Cleveland Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, 1916. p.47. 
7 "American School Buildings", Twenty - seventh Yearbook 
of the American Association of School Administrators, 1949. 
pp.~0-253. 
8 Dar ell Boyd Harmoni "Classroom Hazards to ,.Health and 
Learning,tt School Planning, :2-13, June-July, 1956. 
7 
follmvs then that environmental stresses which place excessive 
energy demands on the school child (unc9rn!ortable, unappropriate, 
wrong sized furniture, etc. ) must reflect in retard.ed growth, 
manifestations of fatigue~ and lov.rered resistance to infectio n. 
The percentage of children with defective visior1 in-
creases steadilly throughout their school years. Posture de-
fects increase during the early elementary years and a re grEE.·ter 
among high school students than among first graders. See Table I. 
Though there is no conclusive evidence that the sole cause af 
this increase in defective vision and posture v1as the school 
envirorunent, it is reasonable to assume that it can be a con-
tributing factor considering the percentage of a youngster's 
waking hours spent in this environment. 
The child operates as a unit. All parts of the organ-
ism tend to compensate for stress and strain on the individual 
parts: for optimum growth, learning, and development, the child 
must be free in both available energy and direction of perfar-
mance to find balances with the stimuli in his educationally 
organized experiences. Studies regarding posture show that 
curvature of the spine or nout-of-plumbness" and other types 
of permanent deformaties result from furniture that forces the 
body out of balance.9 
9 School Plannin~ Conference, (Stanford University~ 
Stanford·, California, l9 2), 
TABLE I 
TRENDS BY SCHOOL GRADES IN DEFECTS IN VISION AND POSTUREa 
Grade level of Number of defects per 1,000 pupils 
pupils examined In vision In posture 
Kindergarten 51 . 9 
Grade I 93 16 
Grade II 125 23 
Grade III 169 25 
Grade IV 199. 32 
Grade v 225 27 
Grade VI 219 33 
Grade VII 207 27 
Grade VIII 220 33 
Grade IX 224 27 
Grade X 264 29 
Grade XI 316 26 
Grade XII 305 17 
aBased on school health examinations of 83 ,109 pupils 
in nineteen school systems in New York State, 1945-46, as 
reported in: C. H. Iviaxvv-ell and VI . P. Bro\'m, "The Age Incidence 
oi' Dei'ects in Children, Their Changing Health Status," Journal 
of School Health, 18:65-80, I~rch, 1948. 
9 
rtAmerican School Buildingsn10 concisely outlined certain 
specific considerations for the selection of student chairs 
and desks. It suggested: 
1. Seat 
Height ..; Pupil's feet should rest flat on the floor and 
support sufficient weight so there is no pressure on under 
side of thigh at front of seat. 
Depth - Vlhen pupil's back is properly supported by back 
rest, there should be three or four inches clearance betvTEEn 
front edge of seat and inside angle of knee. 
Slope - The seat should slope slightly down toward the 
rear to overcome tendency to slide forward. 
Shape - The seat should be shaped so as to distri bute 
the weight over a large area without undue pressure at 
specific points . There should be no rail, ridge, or other 
obstruction at the rear of the seat which would prevent tbe 
extension of the buttocks beyond the back support. 
2. Back Support 
Width - The back support should contact only the lumbar 
region or hollow of the back between the hips and the shoul-
der blades. 
Slope - The slope of the back support \vill depend upon 
the total chair design, but should support the pupil's back 
while sitting in an upright working position. 
3. Desk or \IJ"orking Surface 
Height - The height of a flat-top desk should be one to 
tlvo inches above elbow· level of the pupil when properly 
seated and with the arm in a vertical position. If the 
desk top slopes, the edge next to the pupil should be a 
little lower in proportion to the slope. 
Desk Slope - This is a difficult problem regarding 
10
nAmerican School Buildings", loc. _ill. 
10 
which there is not uniform agreement. For some activities, 
pupils need a flat working surface. For writing, it proba-
bly is better if the desk has a slight slope. For pro-
longed reading, the book should be held at a right angle to 
the sight line when the pupil is erect with back supported. 
If the desk top is to provide all of these conditions rath-
er complicated adjustments are necessary. Since the pupil 
can hold the book, or support it on other books, and since 
he often has other materials on the desk at the same time, 
the reading-slope adjustment is not considered essential. 
There is more reason for having sloping desk tops in the 
upper grades, where much time is given to reading and study, 
than in the lower grades. 
Arm Rest - Conventional tablet-arm chairs, or other seats 
that tend to interfere with the elbow of the writing arm, 
throw the spine and shoulders into an unnatural position, 
and should be discouraged. 
Spacing - The total design of seat and desk will affect 
the horizontal spacing, but a comfortable working position 
will usually require that the desk overlap the seat by 
three or four inches. 
Leg Spacing - There must be sufficient space between 
the seat and desk bottom or table apron for free move-
ment of the thighs, even if thff requirement limits the 
depth of a book box or drawer. 
Size Selection. Many studies have been made to deter-
mine typical sizes and measurements of people, particularly 
school-age youngsters. Those projects were concerned with the 
dimensions of the human body, not posture, comfort, or fatigue, 
yet it is obvious that comfort cannot be obtained nor fatigue 
reduced without a sound knowiliedge of bodily dimensions. 12 
II nAmerican School Buildingsn, loc. cit. 
12 E. A. Hooton, A Survey in Seatin~ (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts -: Harvard University, Department o Anthropology, 1945), 
p. 3 • . 
11 
Recent studies on the groi~h and physical development of 
selected samples of children have shovm that there have been 
marked increases in the body sizes of children during the last 
half century. The sizes and proportions of furniture and equip-
ment which has been used in schools were based primari ly on a 
' 
series of measurements produced by C. B. Loring in Boston in 
1925 . A current and very thorough study of children's body 
measurements lists in detail hundreds of anatomical distances.U 
. Fromthis information Caudil l 14 has produced a simple series of 
ratios which shmv the interrelationship of s pecific body meas-
urements of school children. He found that pupil's height (H) 
measurements w·ere related to other specific dimensions in the 
following fashion: 
Outstretched arms 
Shoulder \•ridth 
Seated hip width 
Eye level, standing 
Eye level, seated 
Vertical reach 
Seat height 
Seated desk top level 
Standing table - top level 
H 
1/4 H 
1/4 H 
9/10 H 
7/10 H 
1 1/5 H 
2/7 H 
3/7 H plus 1n 
1/2 H 
For (H) val ues by grade and age, see Tabl e II. 
13 W. Edgar Ivia.rtin, "Children 's Body Measurements for 
Planning and Equipping Schools," Special Publication Number Four, 
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
(Washington, D.C.: Unit ed States Government Printing Office, 
1955), pp. 16-79. 
14 William W. Caudill, Toward Better Schoo ili Design 
(Ne1iv York: F .W. Dodge Corporation, 1954), p. 11. 
Age 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 . 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE HEIGHT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN, 
BY AGE AND GRADE LEVEL a 
Nursery 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
41 
44 
47 
49 
51 
53 
55 
a Caudi~l, .Loc. cit • 
.. · ·· ---
57 
59 
61 
63 
65 
67 
69 Inches 
. 12 
13 
In t he lower elementary school grades, there has been a 
considerable difference between a youngster's size at the be-
ginning of a school year compared to his size nine months later 
at the close of that year. Periodic adjustment's of seating and 
vrriting arrangements to compensate for this physical grovrth have 
been made either by changing the size of the chair using its own 
adjustments ' features, or by providing a larger size non-adjustable 
chair and vrork table. Considerable variations have been noted 
in the sizes of children in all grade groups. One study has 
shown that there should normally be a variation of up to two and 
one half inches in table or desk heights, and up to four inches 
in seat heights ~rdthin each of the first three· grades of ordi-
nary schools. 15 
Color considerations. The liberal use of color in school 
decoration, once the exception, has no~r.; become the rule. From 
the standpoint of vision, several basic principles have been 
developed in recent years. Brightness ratios in the general 
field of vieitT (walls , floors, furniture, equipment,) should be 
fairly uniform. If the eye Nere forced to look alternately at 
large areas of brightness contrasted against large areas of 
darkness, 1.mnecessary fatigue will follovr - and tired eyes 
15 N. L. Engelhardt, "Building Manuals for School 
Systems," The American SchoOl and University, 1947-48 (New 
York: American School Publishing Corporation, 1947), p. 51 
rapidly produce tired bodies and irritated .nerves. Harmon16 
and others have found that a three to one ratio is the maximun1 
contrast bet\veen brightnesses that the eye can readi y ·and· 
easily adapt to. To attain this, ceilings "'muld have a re-
flectance of 8'5 per cent, \'ralls to be 55-70 per cent, chalk-
boards to be 20-25 per cent, floors to be 15-30 per cent, and 
furniture to be 40-50 per cent. The reflectance factor of paper 
varies from 55 per cent to 70 per cent. Color reflectance fac-
tors are enwnerated in Table III. 
¥.1.0st color consultants have agreed that red colors are 
exciting, and tend to increase bodily tensions and to stimulate 
the autonomic nervous system; yellows have a diverting effect 
\'Thich invites an outward release of ;feeling and emotion, and 
blues and greens are cool colors v1hich produce mature, tran-
quillizing effects. 
"Vlhen asked to recommend colors for school furniture, 
color consultants relied on subjective human preference which 
chose red and blue as basic colors because, "These tir-To colors 
strike the innate fancy of all persons, therefore offer a logical 
color scheme having unquestioned appeal.nl7 
l6 Darell Boyd Harmon, "The Coordinated Classroom:;" 
(advertising brochure, American Seating Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan~ 1951) pp. 19~29. 
17 Faber Birrer, "The Psychology of Co~or For The School-
room," The Nations Schools, 57:4, April, 1956. 
15 
TABLE III 
A}10UNT OF LIGHT REFLECTED BY VARIOUS COLORSb 
Colors Percentage 
Vlhite 80 
Ivory 74-77 
Light Gray 45-60 
Cream 51-70 
Tan 25-54 . 
Brovm 11 
Dark Red 7 
Pink 38-70 
Dark Pink 23· 
Ye11o'V'l 69 
Light Green 37-65 
Green 37-47 
Light Blue 45-63 
Blue 11 
Orchid 62 
b W'inifred Hathav1ay, "Education and Health of the Par-
tially Seeing Child," National Society for the Prevention of 
Blindness (New York: Columbia University Press, 1943), p. 84 
CHAPTER III 
THE GUIDE 
This guide has been developed -to aid those res ponsible 
for the selection of cla.ssroom furniture v1ho have neither the 
time, background, . or resources available to canvass thoroughly 
the market as to the types available. 
Too often these people have had to rely on the advice 
of one or t wo salesmen , .. rho quite naturally vmuld be prejudiced 
toward their ovm product. Ironically, these same salesmen 
were largely responsible for the information contained herein. 
Through conversations and business dealings with great numbers 
of these people many of the ideas outlined herein 'V'Tere obtained. 
It was not the aut hor's intention to suggest any part:icu-
lar type or style of furniture, nor was there any intended in-
ference that any manufacturer's product was superior to another. 
This vn1ole study was intended merely to raise the questions v~ ch 
a conscien"Gious school administrator should ask of himself vThile 
engaged in the selection of general classroom furniture. 
No attempt \•Ta.s made to suggest types of furnishings for 
grade levels, for that decision lies in the realm of the educa-
tional philosophy governing a school district. 
lith t he national trend tovvard flexible educational 
environments there seemed little need to explore the various 
types of fixed-furniture once so very popular. It is still 
possible to purchase such units and many such pieces are 
currently in use. 
If this booklet is used in the manner intended, more 
intelligently justifiable decisions will be made in this 
highly controversial area of school administration. 
MATERIALS 
17 
It appears that school furniture has traditionally been 
made of materials which happened to be in vogue at given periods, 
yet more recently it has come to feel the economic and cultural 
pressures of society and current educational practices. 
The shortage of metals due to World War II dictated that 
such items as school furnishings be made of wood wherever pos-
sible. More recently, items of wood amd metal have enjoyed 
much popularity, and the influx of plastics and synthetic ma-
terials is currently gaining favor. 
Wood. Because of its abundant supply in most areas of 
the United States and its comparative ease of processing and 
forming, wood allows less expensive units of school furniture 
to be made than metals or plastics could. Because it does not 
have the higher degree of tensile strength of these other ma-
terials a larger piece is required to bear an equal load. -Most 
school furniture is made of clear northern-grown hardwood with 
18 
its attractive markings and durability. Wood will change its 
color vrit h age and to some become more desirable as it mellovfs. 
wood used for the manufacture of school furniture should 
be kiln dried to a 5-7 per cent moisture content.l Even if so 
pr ocessed, ..,.mod will change its size with climatic variations 
which will result in a loosening of joints with time. It is be-
cause of this expansion and contraction that rivets are seldom 
seen used as. fastenings of solid lumber. These movements \·lould 
cause elongated holes to be formed. 
Duplication of damaged parts or repair to joints can be 
accomplished "V.rith a few common tools and a slight degree of skill. 
Because this material is soft enough to be readily formed and 
repaired it is equally prone to marr ing. Wood has definite 
elastic tendencies to spring back to its original form after 
pressures have ceased. Its edges are ever liable to splinter. 
I f t wo coats of lacquer are applied to school furniture 
the piece vlill have a hard yet flexible film. Lacquer is mar 
and abrasion resistant, waterproof, resistant to high tempera-
ture without becoming soft and tacky. It is tough and re:sistant 
to chemicals, soap, dilute alcohol, weak acids, or temperature 
changes. It v-lill v'lithstand heat, cold, and liquids e.."Ccept those 
1 Herman Hjorth, Principles of Wood1>1orking (Mill'Iaukee: 
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1949), p. 386 
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made vri th Toluene or Benzine. 2 Probably the only deterents to 
a finish of this type vrhich may be found :Ln a classroom are. 
nail polish, fixative, or a lacquer-:Q.ase cement. 
Recently one manufacturer3 has published infer mat ion 
concerning the resistance of 1rrooden furniture to atomic radia-
tion. The radioactivity of steel, when bombarded with radia-
tion is considerably gr eater than for vi'ood. "After one hour of 
exposure to radiation steel is about four hundred fifty times 
as active as "~:mod . n 
Plyyrood.. As a material for the construction of school 
furniture, ply;tiood has enjoyed great popularity in recent. years. 
Much of this is due to the tremendous strides made in its devel<a>p-
ment necessita ted by \'lorld War II. Furniture made of this ma-
teria l is no more expensive than that made of solid \vo od be-
cause a piece of less volume has equal strength. Because it :is 
made of laminations of wood with their grains running at right 
angles to each other, equal stresses from expans:i. on and con-
traction are set up. Expansion and contraction is chiefly acn)ss 
the grain. As the face plies of the three-ply panel absorb 
. 
2 George A. Soderberg, Finishing Materials and l;:Iethods 
.(Bloomington, Illinois: IvicKnight and McKnight Publishing Com-
pany, 1952), PP. 26-27 
3 Paul L. Geiringer, ttHygiene in School and Selection of 
Furniture in Relation to Radiation Danger, tt Heating, Piping, 
and Air Conditionin8, January 1957. (reprint distributed by Asttr.·a 
Bentv·m<Xl Furniture ompany, New York.) 
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moisture, they tend to expand across the grain. They are, hov~ 
ever securely fixed to the core "lith glue and pressure. The 
grain of the core is at ninety degrees to the direction of ex-
pansion of the face plies. This prevents the expansion from 
t aking place. It also sets up a stress in the glue line, but 
stresses are equal on both sides of the core so that deformation 
cannot occur. Thus, plY\vood is dimensionally stable \ri.th char:ge.s. 
in moisture content. 4 . This stability. makes it possible to se-
cure plY\vood panels to a rigid framework vrith bolts or rivets 
without fear of elongated holes. or heads pulled from the fasten-
ings. The amount of discomfort which may be caused by these 
protrusions of seats or back pieces of school furniture is re-
lated to the overall design of the piece and their location there-
on. 
Beautiful grain effects can be obtained from the rotary 
cutting of .face veneers. PlY\vood can be readily pressed into a. 
variety of shapes '\'lrh ich tend to become permanent. If hardwood 
plywoods are s pecified, a hot-press phenol resin glue is com-
monly us ed as a bond. J.\::iade in this manner, it is expected to 
retai its form and s trength when re peatedly wet and dried.5 
~~nu£acturing processes, however, cannot strengthen a shaving ~ 
vvoocl which is one sixteenth to one eighth of an inch thick, and 
___ 4. tt\vood H~ndbook1'. Agriculture Handbo ok Number. Seven~¥­
Ttro ( vash~ngton, D.C.: Un~ted States Government Pr~nt~ng Ofilce, 
1955), pp. 275-77. 
5 ~., p. 278 
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all too often this thin piece of 1-vood has been split Y~Tith a 
key, knife, paper clip, etc •• Virtually the only remedy for 
such an act is the complete replacement of the plyviood unit, 
'Hhich usually necessitates s 1::ecial skills and tools to renove 
the rivets. 
Desk tops of plyv-rood can be obta ined "VJ'ith a top or S'Lli'-
face lamina 1vhich is considerably thicker than other layers 
within t he same piece. This has been designed so that it vmuJd 
be possible to sandpaper and refinish the tops to remove cuts 
or abrasions without going clear through to the cross-band. 
All surface characteristics of solid wood are prevalent 
with plyvvood .6 The same lacquer finish will give the same results. 
Metal. For many years the only metals used f or the pro-
duction of school f"L~niture were the cast iron frames of the 
once popular anchored furniture. Recently metal has come to 
play a very important part in the material make-up of contempo-
rary moveable units. Today's school furnishings are largely 
made of die-cut angular bracing, stamped or pressed sheet steel, 
or a tubular steel frame·work. Thus, a lighter, more attractive , 
very durable, and easy to maintain type af furniture has evolved. 
Unlilce vmod products, climatic or temperature changes 
have virtually no perceptable effect on metals useq in this capa-
6 Ibid., p. 360 
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city. Metal units can be welded into one integral unit to pro-
vide great strength. One manufacturer of school furniture? 
cites .the report of an independent testing laboratory v-.rhich 
gives evidence of six spot-vrelds vvhich withstood a minimun1 of 
twelve. hundred forty pounds pressure to a maximun1 of thirteen 
hundred forty pounds averaging thirteen hundred eight pounds 
load at \·rhich point the metal pulled apart around the weld. 
Another test noted that four thousand five hundred pounds of 
pressure were necessary to separate tack-welded table leg sup-
ports. 
Strength can be gained in panels or spans of unsupported 
metals, as in the bottom of book boxes if a convex ridge or a 
concave trough is embossed across the metal. If this. stiffener 
is made in a convex plane it may be slightly difficult to remove 
loose papers and books from the units, but if it is concave it 
will serve as a gulley to collect dust and dirt. To minimize 
the danger of sharp edges of metal furniture parts it has been 
comn1on practice to turn over that stock which lies along the 
edge. If these edges are turned outward as in the case of book 
boxes t here will be no projection to make the remova l of items 
difficult. Book boxes, if stamped of one piece of metal, have 
the advantage of corners being formed with a slight radius. 
7 Griggs Equipment Company, 1955 (Southwestern Laborato-
ries Report, P-76028, File 78, Fort ~vorth, Texas), ·16pp. 
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This eliminates sharp interior corners in vYhich dirt could ac-
cumulate. 
A disadvantage of metal as a material for school furni-
ture is the fact that it tends to retain dents, creases, or 
bends of any sort. It requires a great deal of skill and some 
s pecialized tools to remove any of these conditions. Because of 
its hardness, it is highly resistant to these abrasions of ac-
cident or maliciousness. 
Exposed metal will oxidize and rust discolorations ¥\Till 
occur in such places as chips, cracks, or other breaks in the 
finish. For this reason if no other, a hard and durable f inish 
is required. Before finishing, all rust and scale should be re-
moved from the metal. NeJ....'t a primer or deposit of film 1/lhich 
vlill i mprove the bond between the paint and the metal should 
be applied. Finally, t rtJ O coats of infra-red baked enamel com-
plete the finishing operation.$ The desirability of this finish 
is manifested by the trend among the automobile mantuacturers 
away from lacquer and tovmrds baked enamel in recent years. 
This method of finish results in the pigments being fused with 
each other and the enamel being firmly adhered to t he pores of 
the metal.9 In the purchase of furniture to be used in the pri-
mary grades it may be desirable to select those products vlhich 
8 Soderberg, .££• cit., pp. 253-55 
9 Ib.d ·· --~-· • ' pp. 284-89 
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were coated vrith a paint containing no lead. Lead is poison-
ous and should not be present in chips or flakes of paint that 
young children may put into their mouths. 
Recently a discernible trend has been toward a wider 
usage of stain-resistant metals such as aluminum, stainless 
steel, or a chrome-pJ_ated treatment. All of these materials 
are more costly than a baked enamel finish on ordinary steel; 
but t here is no doubt t hat their maintenance cost over a pericrl 
of time \'!ill be less. A factor to be considered in the selecti ·on 
of chrome p~ated furniture is the reflecting qualities of the 
surface. Serious blinding glares may be set up in classrooms 
from reflected sunlight on these surfaces. Some manufacturers 
produce a satin chrome finish vJhich retains a neat appearance 
without the higher reflecting qualities of mirror chrome . Any 
chrome finish should be examined to determine its hardness and 
chip resistance. 
In a typical classroom, steel furniture is colder to 
sit on than wooden furniture. 10 The furniture vvill assume the 
temperature of the room which is ordinarily in the vicinity of 
seventy degrees Fahrenheit. The ht~n body is customarily at a 
temperature in the vicinity of one hundred degrees Fahrenheit. 
Steel has a much higher conductivity than wood, so the part of 
the human body which is in contact vvith the steel transfers its 
lO Paul L. Geiringer, "For Greater Comfort, Furniture 
Should Be Poor Heat Conductors," Heating , Piping, and ir Con-
ditioning, (reprint), January, 1957. 
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heat much faster to the steel. · Therefore, the contact ~ith steel 
creates a sensation of cold. It is not only a sensation, but 
that part of the body ~;hich is in contact v..d. tih the steel ac- . 
tually becomes colder. If heavy clothing is used, any narmal 
discow£orts which occur may be minimized. To overcome this con-
dition, most manufacturers of steel folding chairs are providing 
Vinyl or other types of fabric coverings to their chair seats. 
Plastics. The use of plastics and synthetic materials 
in the manufacturing of school furniture is relatively new, hence 
their desirability in terms of service, function, and life ex1:eo-
tancy is difficult to appraise. 
Vlriting surfaces of a plastic sheet laminated to a dur-
able core have attained a high degree of popularity. They pro-
duce hard surfaces which stand abrasions well, and are easy to 
clean. These surfaces are permanently and attractively colored 
and patterned, and can be carefully fabricated to create the 
proper range of light reflections. Some of the available types; 
have had a natural v1ood grain photographed in color and trans-
.ferred to the plastic. If they become chipped or broken, special 
tools and skills are required for the repair of these surfaces. 
Because of their hardness, it would take an unusually severe 
blow to cause this damage. 
Recently several forms of solid plastics have been ini-
tiated into the school furniture realm. To date, this material 
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has been applied only to desk t ops and chair seats and backs. 
It produces durable and a ttractively colored units. Some of 
these materials possess characteristics \'Vhich allovr sandpaper 
to be used to remove cuts or abrasions. 
Some experimentation has been done and a f ew models have 
been marketed v1hich boast of molded fiberglass contour chairs. 
This application is so new to school furniture that its worth 
cannot be appraised at this time. 
The Fiberesin Plastics Company of Oconomovvoc, l"lisconsin, 
manufacturer of 11Fiberesin" solid plastic tops, offer laboratory 
test results vvhich sho\'f the scre'\>r-holding povrer of their to ps 
in comparison to other materials comrnonly used in the pro duct:io n 
of school furniture to ps. The tests v1ere made at t heir ovvn 
laboratories, using a number ten, one and one quarter inch steel 
\"lood-screw set in jaws separating at the rate of one quarter of 
an inch per minute. They discovered that the follO\'l ing pres-
sures were the points at vvhich t he screws separated or pulled 
awa y from the material: 
1. Ponderosa Pine 
2. Douglas Fir Plywood 
3. Solid Birch 
4. 3/16" Tempered J.v.fasonite 
5. 1/4" Tempered !dasonite 
6. Novoply 
7. lliasonite Panelwood 
8. Fiberesin Plastic 
330 l bs. 
380 lbs. 
1000 lbs. 
995 lbs. 
750 lbs. 
245 lbs. 
610 lbs. 
1000 lbs. 
In actual practice, the overall design and f unction of 
the various members of a unit must be considered as factors con-
t r ibuting to the probabilities of screw-holding po·wers. 
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FASTENINGS AND FI'l'TINGS 
The fastenings and fittings selected for school furni-
ture may mean the difference betv;een a long life of trouble-free 
service or a continuous maintenance and replacement problem. 
lVIany firms boast that their products and their fittings are 
guaranteed f or long periods of time, 'rith full replacement to 
be at no cost to the purchaser. Reputable firms make this offer 
knovving that the quality of their products will justify their 
faith. Other firms, hov,rever, make this offer and in fact do 
replace defective elements as the need arises. Thfu can become 
a very bothersome condition causing a school district to fre-
quently return defective items to the manufacturer. tthile this 
equipment is being repaired~ in transit, or standing inoperative 
in a classroom, the school district is getting no value from 
their i nvestment. The situation is usually resolved by elimi-
nating the inferior products and acquiring those units v'lhich 
tend to minimize this possibility by incorporating l'Tell-desigred 
and well-produced accessories. 
Scre11s . Screws for fastening -vmod are superior to nails 
because they hold better, look better, and can be removed easil.y 
and vd thout damage to the v"lood.ll Sere-vis used in the construc-
tion of school furniture may prove to be more servicable if the 
11 Hjorth, .Q..'e• cit., p. 243. 
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heads are formed without the conventional slot. Less student 
tampering is apt to take place .if a special tool such as an 
Allen -wrench or Phillips-head screwdriver is required to loosen 
the screvvs • 
To fasten sheet metal or plyviOod, special scre\'lS vdth 
fe\·;er threads to the inch are com.monly used. There is a very 
thin area for the thread to grab, so consequently the root of 
the screvv rests against the sides of the hole leaving the thick-
ness of the layers virtually between the threads. Oval head 
screv·Ts are commonly used on tubular steel, round head screv1s on 
sheet steel, and flat head screws which have been cow1tersuru( 
into wood members. The resistance to \'lithdrawal of \'TOod scrmvs 
is proportionate to the density of the \food, vdth the. effective 
scre1v length being limited by the length at which the screw 
.fails in tension. This limiting length decreases as the density 
of the wood increases. The longer lengths of standard screws 
should therefore be avoided in dense hardwoods. 12 
Rivets. Rivets are effectively used in the joinery of 
pl~~ood and/or metal. Once they have been set, it is aL~ost im-
possible to remove them vvithout special tools. To minimize acts 
of student tampering this is an asset. In terms of repairing 
component parts of the unit, it becomes bothersome. Recently, 
school .furniture has been made available incorporating the new 
12 "Wood Handbook," .2.E• cit., pp. 175-76 
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aircraft-type drive rivets such as the GJodrich Rivnut. These 
rivets are tubular throughout most of their length, and after 
being inserted into the holes they are collapsed so that they 
bulge out and grip the material around the opening. To repair 
a joint so rive.ted requires the drilling off of their heads and 
punching out the shank. If the heads are cut off with a cold 
chisel, the holes 11'Till become deformed. A special guide is 
needed t o center the drill on the rivet head. This guide also 
prevents the drill from penetrating too far into the stru·ctural 
parts. 13 
Nuts. Though they are seldom used in the construction 
of school furniture, nuts can become a replacement problem if 
they are frequently lost through um·1arranted loosening. This 
loosening may be caused by stresses being placed on the various 
structu:t'al members of the units, improper design or size, or by 
student tampering. llfianufacturers may help minimize· such instanc~es 
by providing lock washers beneath the nuts, or by using elastic 
stop nuts. These nuts contain a rubber or plastic lining in 
the outside end of the opening. Such an arrangement renders the 
nut shock-proof and non-loosening. 
Hinges. Hinges receive a great deal of "Vlear under or-
13 L. Broemel and J. S. Daugherty, Sheet Metal fforker's 
JY1anual (Chicago: Frederick J. Drake and Company, 1942), p. 548. 
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dinary classroom use and for this reason should be of excellent 
quality and good design. Fast-joint hinges, from which the pin 
may not be removed, help to minimize the opportunity of student 
tampering. They are more durable if made of a non-corrosive 
metal and are permanently attached to the parts which they hinge. 
The continuous hinge, such as: usually used on piano lids, is an 
excellent choice for hinging desk lids. This hinge runs the 
full length of the joint and leaves no opening or space between. 
the parts joined. This precludes the joint being used as a 
squeezing mechanism and minimizes the possibility of youngsters 
inadvertently pinching their fingers therein. Many hinged desk 
lids have an adjustable tension friction-type hinge. This type 
allows the hinge tension to be adjusted so that its friction 
serves as a brake which prevents desk tops from slamming . If 
properly designed they are very desirable, but there are some 
types on the market that will take only minor adjustments ·while 
the units are new, but with age and wear they become non-adjust-
able and of little value in terms of their intended purpose . To 
avoid unsolicited adjustment by students, it may be vrell to selec~t 
the hinge "~tThich requires a special tool to perform the adjust-
ing operation. 
Drawer Stops. Some arrangement seems desirable -v;hich 
vlill prevent complete drawer removal accidently, yet allo"t-·; de-
liberate removal when required. Since these devices are usually 
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located within the drawer housing, a simple arrangement which 
minimizes the possibilities of jamming seems \:varranted. 
Swivel Joints. As optional features of the universal 
type desk units, arrangements which per mit seat swivel are · 
available. These swivel features are especially helpful while 
students are entering or leaving the units. They permit the. 
seat to be pivoted forty-five degrees left or right of center. 
r-1ost of these joints are constructed "t-vith oilless bearings which 
require very little maintenance and are extremely quiet in op-
eration. These joints should be so designed and constructed 
that normal wear under their intended loads shall not cause 
them to loosen or become wobbly. 
Glides. Radiant heating in the floors of contemporary 
schools tends to soften the floor covering thereby making ·· it 
prone to permanent indentations from excessive loads. School 
·furniture manufacturers are providing larger glides on their 
units to help spread the pressures over a larger area . s the 
diameter of a circle is doubled, the area increases four fold. 
Hence, a glide of one and one half inches diameter will exert 
only one fourth the pressure per square inch as a glide of tl~e 
quarters of an inch in diameter. 
Because of their ex}:X)sure to sandy and gritty abrasives: 
on floors, glides should be case-hardened or carburized. This 
process produces a piece of steel with a very hard surface, 
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intended to resist v.;ear, together v;ith a tough and strong 
center having considerable resistance to shock.l4 Low carbon 
steel can be used for making these parts in this manner t h ereby 
keeping their manufacturing costs lo>;•; . 
To help overcome excessive noise and vibration, many 
manufacturers supply a rubber-cushioned glide. These consist 
of a layer of rubber or plastic sand\'Tiched bet'\'Ieen the ferrule 
and the flange of the glide. In addition to this, several 
glides have been offered which incorpora te a S'\I'Ti vel feature. 
These glides help to level the unit on slightl y tL.'1even sur-
faces, and on student chairs they prevent floor i ndentation 
1:vhen the chairs are tipped back onto t\'ro legs. Hhichever t ype 
of glide is chosen, it is important to determine the cost and 
availability of r eplacement parts for future needs. 
SAMPLE ILLUSTRATIONS AND ANALYSES 
This study thus far has been concerned vrith technical 
generalities of school furniture. In the follov1ing pages is 
an analysis of specific types of furniture presently available. 
I t is not complete or all-inclusive, as r1any large school dis-
tricts design furniture to their o\'m needs and some of the 
larger manufacturers of school furniture construct items. to 
these s pecifications. 
lL~ Edvmrd Berg and Bristol E. t'/ing, Essentials of Iv1etal-
·working (Peoria, Illinois: The i\1anual Arts Press, 1927 )-;-p. 13"5:. 
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It is intended herein to establish the nomencJ.a.ture o:E 
the various units; to outline specific considerations appli-
cable to each type; and to furnish an index vThich · allo-vrs com-
parison of initial costs of the many combinations a school may 
be equipped vd th. 
Illustrations refer to the basic type of unit. Many 
school furniture manufacturers have made minor innovations on 
these basic types and their efforts in this direction should 
receive due consideration. 
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Figure 1 
SOLID VlOOD STUDEI'JT CHAIRS 
These can be an excellent choice for school furnishings 
inasmuch as· they are less expensive . thari other types, give many 
years of t .rouble-free service, and can be repaired by an aver-
age craftsman "rith commonly available tools. It is possible 
that the wood "Vrill in time develop marred edges v-1hich v1ill catch 
clothing or offer splinters to unwary hands, but this condition 
can be alleviated viith sandpapering and refinishing. If the 
outer edges of legs and rails are slightly rounded the tendency 
for splintering has been reduced. 
A very sturdy unit vlill be found if such things as dmvels 
and a resin or electronic gluing procedure are used in the man-
ufacturing process. Great strength and rigidity can be obtained 
if metal corner braces, with hanger bolts, are used on each leg. 
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Ivla.Ily manufacturers fasten the seats to the sills vvith metal 
fasteners to relieve strains and to allov-1 limited e.."{pansion of 
the seat during the humid summer months. 
These units are available in sizes from eleven to eigh-
teen inch seat height and choice of wood finishes. 
Their cost index is at 7.85. Their range is 6.65 - 8.05. 
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Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c 
TUBULAR STEEL AND WOOD CHAIRS 
This type of chair has enjoyed great popularity of late 
because of its attractively simple design~ portability, dura-
bility, utility-, and comfort. Tvm of the more .popular leg brac-
ing arrangements are illustrated above. 
Figure 2a illustrates the arch design. This t ype dis-
courages students from marring the paint by placing their feet 
on ~che rails. 
Figure 2b illustrates the stretcher and rail arrangement 
vmich permits an efficient book and paper storage space. 
Another factor to be considered is illustrated above in 
figure 2c. This duck bill closure on the ends of the upright 
rails permits a great area of t hes e uprights to come into con-
tact 1.·iith the chair backs, thereby insuring greater rigidity. 
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A steam- bent back has a strength advantage over sai'ied or 
mechanically shaped backs in that the longest grain goes the 
full length of the back . If the backs vmre made by cutting , 
shorter grain fibers v;rould be a necessity along the entire length}-5 
The seat has added strength and support if a bracing ar-
rangement is made between the steel seat supports; one 'ivhich 
actually comes in contact 'iod th and is fastened to the undersid.e 
of the seat. 
I~ny fabricators boast of tongued-and-grooved joints be-
tvreen the pieces v,chich have been joined to serve as seats . \fuile 
these joints have a theoretical strength advantage ·, it is often 
negated because these shaped joints are difficult to machine. 
Because of poor surface contacts resulting, the effective hold-
ing area and strength may even be less than a straight joint )-6 
Their cost index is at 8.33. 
Their range is 7.00 - 10.78 
l5 1t\food Handbook, tt .2J2• ill•, P• 299. 
16 Ibid., p. 240. 
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Figure 3a Figure 3b 
STAMPED STEEL AND v·iOOD CHAIRS 
This type o.f chair is usually sold with plywood seats 
and backs. Added rigidity is designed into these chairs be-
cause o.f their box-like construction. vfuereas a tubular steel 
.framed chair has some .flexibility and torque, these chairs can 
be made so rigid that under the normal load of a student's 
\<reight they lvill not bend enough to compensate .for a slightly 
uneven .floor surface. 
Figure 3a illustrates the type having many struts on 
\'lhich the youngsters may place their .feet. Recently this v-Irit-
er \vitnessed a surprise Fire Drill in a classroom i'Jhich "VIas. 
equipped vfith these units. One youngster's legs and feet \'\)'ere 
so ent"Vdned in these chair struts that in his excit.ement and 
e.ff'orts toward a speedy exit both he and the chair toppled to 
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the floor. 
Figure 3b illustrates a similar type of chair which is 
not as condusive to serving as a foot rest, but has a tendency 
to create a resonant chamber under the seat vJhich can amplify 
noise to the point 1;11here it becomes a nuisance factor. This. 
type of unit also provides a hard - to-clean chamber \vhere papers 
and dirt raay collect. 
Both types are extremely strong and normally \·muld re-
quire a minimum of maintenance • . 
Neither type. unless peculiarly designed vmuld permit a 
custodian's broom to reach underneath to clean the floors. 
Their cost index is at 7.95 •. 
Their range is 7.30 - 8.65 
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Fi gure ~-a Figure 4b Figure 4c 
CONTEiviPORARY DEVELJ, PiviEN'TS 
In their quest toward bes t meeting student's seating 
needs, some manufacturers are pioneering new and different de-
signs utilizing heretofore untried materials and processes. 
Figure 4a illustrates a unit \vhich has a molded plywood 
seat and back. These are mounted on a frame which responds to 
settling-back pressure but springs ba ck again for firm support:. 
The legs s pread slightly and rubber feet flex in proport ion to 
weight distribution. This keeps the chair resilient and rules 
out jiggling on uneven floor surfaces. The leg angle allows 
s v1eeping underneath, but may create an obstacle for youngsters, 
to trip over -, at least until they become accustomed to them. 
Their cost index is at 8.45 
Fi gure 4b has a tubular steel frame, a molded ply\~ood 
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seat, and a fiberglass plastic back supp9rt which pivots on a. 
tvro-point suspension svlivel. Plastic contact points insure si.;., 
lent pivoting action. The bottom of all legs are vr.rapped v'ri th. 
tapered alumimun "spats" which camouflage scuffs and mop-:tr..arks. 
Their cost index is at 8.42. 
Figure 4c illustrates a chair made of one piece of mold-
ed fiberglass. This implies that there should be no deterio-
ration~ corrosion, rust, splits, separation, or splinters. The 
fiberglass is mounted on a metal frame. These units are contour 
engineered for correct posture. and are very similar to other 
units of this type manufactured for home consumption. 
Their cost index is unable to determine because of t heir 
very recent arrival on the market. 
All three of the abovementioned products are available 
v..ri th a book rack attachment ·, and all are stackable. 
Each of these three units is produced by a separate man-
ufacturer and distributed through only ~e vendmr in a given ter-
ritory. Their cost index as indicated is their selling price. 
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Figure 5 
UNIVERSAL DESK UNIT 
This unit is available with book boxes made of wood, 
metal, 1·10od and metal, or v-rood and plastic. The desk tops can 
be obtained in v-rood, plyv.rood, l aminated plastic, or solid plas-
tic. 1-tiost manufacturers produce this unit having a ten degree 
slope to the desk top~ with some provision for levelling this 
surface wnen desirable. lVhatever the levelling device may be~ 
one should look for structural support~ ease of maintenance, 
and discouragement of pupil amusement and tampering. tmny units 
are available which have slam-proof friction type hinges on the 
lifting desk tops • rfhese W1its are available lvith open end 
book boxes rather than lifting lids if preferred. For ease of 
cleaning, smoothly stamped metal boxes are sound, yet a word of 
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caution is in order. These boxes v'lill be difficult to neatly 
stack books in if the metal is stamped into too concave a form. 
A recent trend has been to create more usable ·writing 
area by eliminating the pencil groove and installing in its place 
a pencil tray vlithin the box. Another trend is to hinge· the 
tops of these desks at their foremost edges, thereby avoiding a 
crack in the writing surface. This crack wa s virtually dic-
tated vvhen ink-vlell holes 1"fere prevalant, but viith the vride use 
of ball point pens taking place the need for ink wells has rapid-
ly diminished. t'lithout the hinge cracks or ink well holes, a 
large unobstructed area is obtained. 
Virtually all co~r.ents pertaining to other types of stu-
dent chairs as contained herein are applicable to the seats and 
backs of these units. The only additional feature offered on 
these units are pivotal ·slats on the seat backs. wnile they do 
alloV<T for adjustment to an individual's posture, they nevertheles:s 
are an additional moving part v.rhich may create noise and/or fu-
ture maintenance problems. 
Most frames are so constructed that the seat and book box 
are independently adjustable, vertically and horizontally. Seats 
are available either rigidly mounted or on a forty five degree 
svdvel left or right to permit easy entrance and leaving. It 
is vJise to have a s pecial tool requirement for these adjustment.s 
so as to avoid student tampering. A wide and '\vell fitted flange 
where the frame meets the book box and seat is desirable for 
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strength and rigidity. 
Iviost units are equipped vdth vdde . flat glides as stand-
ard equipment. Some units have horizontal leg sections which 
have been arched to permit easier sweeping and cleaning under 
the units. Another type has a torsion-bar type of joint in the 
frame. With this, the front and rear leg assemblies can t-vrist 
independently of egch other to serve as a self-levelling device 
on uneven floor surfaces. 
These units are produced in three adjustable sizes, TTA" 
being the largest and ncn being the smallest. 
Their cost index is at 29.60 for size n tt vlith a solid 
vmod desk surface. 
Their range is 24. 25 - 3 0. 07 
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Figure 6 
STUDENT DESKS 
Desk units are available in standard heights from twenty 
to thirty inches, and standard widths of eighteen through twenty-
four inches. The double desk illustrated in Figure. 6 is . usually 
furnished in forty-eight or sixty inch lengths, depending on the 
grade level where they are to be used. Nost manufacturers make 
a single student desk of this series which - is in the vicinity of· 
twenty-four inches in length. Several variations of units of 
this basic type have an arrangement which permits adjustment of 
height by either extending telescopic sections of the legs or 
by adding extensions to the leg bottoms. Any student chairs may 
be used in conjunction with these units. 
There are many variations of the basic unit. Some boast 
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of lift lids, removable book compartments, abutting alignment., 
or nknock-off" tops v-;hich can be completely removed and re-
surfaced by being run through a planer. 
Desk tops of solid v.rood, plyv.rood, plastic laminate, or 
solid plastic are available. 
Because there is a relatively large span on t~ under 
side of the book storage area, a resonant or noisy condition 
may occur if this is made of metal. If the horizontal rails 
are well up from the floor,yolmgsters will be discouraged from 
using them as a foot rest thereby scuffing the finish. Secondly, 
it will allo\'r a broom · to be used efficiently for sv-ree ping beneath 
the units. 
Some of the single desk units are designed to be stacked. 
The unit illustrated has a cost index of 16. $ . 
Their range is 12.87, - 25.50 
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Fiuure 7· 0 . 
TWO S'l'UDENT AIRPLANE TYPE UNITS 
These units are usually constructed of hardl'lood but are 
obtainable ~lith metal framing and 1V'ooden tops. They can be con-
structed to almost any speci:fication or size requirement that 
may be desired. The center area may be composed of book space, 
di vj ded shelving', drawers, divided drawers, or any combination 
thereof. 
These desks offer the economic advantages of a t~ro-student. 
desk, yet provide a central divisor which minimizes the usual. 
dif ficulties encountered 1-1hen t\vO students share the same desk. 
These units can be grouped together to provide a large "'mrk area.. 
¥~ny school districts stretch their building funds by 
having the units made of wood by local cabinetmakers or students:. 
Their cost index is at 26.19. 
Their range is 23.50 - 30.75 
Figure Sa · Figure 8b 
TABLET ARM CHAIRS 
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Figure 8c 
These units are basically a student chair to which a 
writing surface has been added. They are available in either 
right or left-handed models, usually at no extra cost. Inas-
nmch as approximately s·even per cent of the population is left. 
handed, a proportionate number of these units should be acquired. 
Figure 8a illustrates the typical unit, having an approx-
imate useable \1I'iting area of t"\velve by fourteen inches. 
Figure 8b illustrates a recent trend toward making these· 
units with an oversized tablet arm~ even to nineteen by twenty-
four inches. An arm of this size, so suspended, may tend to 
make the unit top-heavy and prone to tipping 11\]'ith little provo-
cation. To combat this, many units are made v1ith a honeycombed 
or hollmv arm unit vlhich has been counterbalanced. 
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Figure 8c illustrates a contemporary development of this 
unit \'vhich boasts of a "floating" tablet arm. The theoretical 
advantage to t his is the freedom of the elbow movements vrhile a 
student is \'ITiting. Structurally s peaking, any such suspension 
should be carefully scrutinized. To counterbalance this pylon-
type construction·, manufacturers have had to design bas-e units 
of heavy metal. This has brought about a unit that can be very 
heavy to move or even slide :from one side of a room to another. 
These units are available in all standard chair heights. 
The cost index of the unit illustrated in 8a is at 12.12:. 
To this basic index 2.5 should be added to acquire the overs~e 
tablet arm. The unit illustrated in Figure Sc has been aYaila-
ble :for such a short period of time that a cost index could not 
be obta ined. The range of the unit illustrated in 8a is ll:OD-
13 ~40. 
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Figure 9a Figure 9b 
FOLDING TABLES 
Although these tables v-1ere once used primarily in cafe-
te·rias, they lend themselves well to general classroom usage. 
They are available with tops of Masonite, linoleum, plywood, 
plastic laminate, solid ~mod, or honeycombed ~mod. The plas-
tic laminated tops are available in a variety of attractive 
colors, are easy to clean, and alit•Tays look well. Yet ">·rith 
all of t hese advantages they are but slightly more expensive 
than other tops. Other types are susceptible to marring, and 
even more objectionable, to permanent staining. These larrtinat-
ed t ops must be well constructed, in order that the plastic will 
not separate from the core. If a firm plyvrood core is used in 
conjunc"i:~ion 1:1ith a good gluing process a fine top 'Nill be as-
sured. Less expensive units have been made with a core com-
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posed of' Y.IOod chips . ·.and sa"rtrdust pressed together in a binder . 
This material is not as rigid as plyvmod a nd allovvs stresses 
t o be set up along the glue line of' the plastic surface. Such 
torque could cause separation of the l amina. 
Iv1any methods of finishing the edges of thes e table to ps 
have been used. If the top is merely waterproof plyvmod, or 
i f a plastic lamina has been adhered to this plY"rfrood, it may 
be merely shaped and finished. If a metal rim is desired, it 
s hould be non-corrosive and have no sharp edges. Plastic edg-
ing is occasionally furnished on this type of table. Plastics. 
used for this pur.pose should be flexible in nature and f'irmly 
f'astened. These larger tables are frequently knocked over onto 
their sides when the legs are being folded. Such abrasions could 
fracture a brittle plastic edge. ~Vhatever edging is chos en 
should be securely anchored and should leave no small cracks 
i n vThich dirt may accumulate. 
Mos t tables have a leg suspension system 1"ihich locks the 
legs firmly in eit her the open or closed position. The closed 
pos i tion locking device requires careful consideration , f or this 
clamp can become a maintenance problem if not made of t he proper 
material and of good design. Students tend to snap t he legs 
closed \'lith great f orce l-Ihich may break fragile castings of this; 
devi ce. At the time of purchase of this tables the availability 
of replacement parts for such ha.rd1t1are should be determined. 
Bos t on Univer s i t y 
School of Educat ion 
Library 
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Figure 9a illustrates a rigid leg arrange~ent. This 
creates a rail surface which will become marred from student's 
feet being placed there. Unless thes.e legs are placed V'Tell in 
fro m the ends of these tables this end seating space 1'lill be 
lost. 
Figure 9b illustrates a "\ldshbonett leg arrangement. This 
tends to overcome both of the abovementioned criticisms. This 
arrangement must be well-designed to insure the needed strength. 
FoldL'Tlg tables are available in lengths of thirty-six, 
forty-eight ·, sixty, seventy-t~1o ~ or ninety-six inches; V'lidths 
of t h irty or thirty-six inches; and heights of twenty-four, 
t"'renty-six~ tvrenty-eight, tv.renty-nine, and thirty inches. Leg 
extension pieces '\o'Thich fit over the bottom of the legs to raise 
the table heights are available. Most of these extensions are 
within t vlo and twelve inches though some are adjustable. 
Table trucks made of channel steel and ball bearing svliv-
el casters are available for convenient storage and portability 
of these units. 
The thirty-six by seventy-two inch folding tables with 
plastic laminated tops have a cost index of 44.53~ 
Their range is 37.00 - 59.51. 
Figure 10 
FOLDING CHAIRS 
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Although wooden folding chairs are still obtainable, the 
chairs of this type which have been made of metal are more in 
demand. Vlooden chairs become noisy as they v.rear, are ever prone 
to splintered edges, and require frequent maintenance. 
Most manufacturers produce a metal folding chair vrhich is. 
attractively designed and silent in use. It is possible to stand 
on any part of the seats of contemporary metal folding chairs 
11vithout having them accidently fold up or tip. r~Iost; of these 
units are so designed that it v.rould be very difficult to pinch 
fingers ;.-vhile opening or closing the chairs. Because of the 
stress placed on the seat pivot it seems sensi le to reinforce 
this area with an inserted bearing or metal plate~ 
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The chair illustrated in Figure 10 is available in colors 
of Gray, Beige, Taupe, Bro~Am, Aqua, Green, Coral, Turquoise, 
Gold, or Terra Cotta. The finish most common is that of a baked 
enamel~ These chairs are only made in one size by each manu-
facturer. This size, measured by the seat height, is beti•reen 
seventeen and eighteen inches. 
The leg braces and their methods of installation vary 
v-lith each manufacturer; one being bent into an inverted U 
shape; one being flattened on the · ends and inserted into the 
legs~ and another being merely inserted into the legs vdth 
straight formed rails. All are \·mlded to the legs. It seems 
desirable to place these braces so that they are high enough 
under the seat so as not to become foot rests. Replaceable 
non-marring rubber feet are provided on most chairs. 
These chairs are available viith padded seats, padded 
seats \'.rith a spring suspension, plyw-ood formed seats, cork 
composition seats, or painted steel seats. Recently a process; 
has been developed vvhich securely bonds a vinyl fabric to the 
steel seat. This fabric forms a coarse surface 1r1hich discour-
a ges the pos t ure slump usually evident vdth smooth seating sur-
faces. The covering also creates a seemingly \'rarmer surface. 
Mo st manufacturers make a tablet arm as an optional extra. 
Their cost index is at 4.36. 
Their range, is 3 ~85 - 5 :'35 
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PURCHASING CONSIDERATIONS 
Needless to say , business competition is both dynamic and 
desirable from the purchaser's point of view. Sound purchasing 
procedures dictate t hat t he best value be obtained from the funds 
expended. Competitive bidding is an excellent method of obtain-
ing best value by comparison of products offered. If t he ven-
dors realize t hat comparative prices are being solicited t heir 
competit ive s pirit 1tlill be aroused and generally l m.<J"er prices 
will be off ered. 
To illustrate t he savings which can result from competi-
tive bi ds t he f ollov-ri ng example is cited from the records of t he 
·i'larw'ick School De partment, Warv-·rick , Rhode I sland. 
On :November 13, 1956, bids were received from eight ven-
dors f or · t 11J'elve fo lding tables and sixty folding chairs. A tab-
ulation of prices on t he identical items f ollows: 
Tables Chairs 
~~ 39. 35 ~p 3. 85 
l!-0 . 75 3. 94 
41.00 4 .00 
43.13 4.09 
43.60 4.25 
~-4. 95 . 4.35 
45.57 4.56 
lf-6 . 90 4.75 
As a resul t of this competition, ninety dollar s and s ixty 
cents v-ras saved on the pm"chase of the tables, and fifty-four dol-
l ars i'ras saved on t he purchase of t he chairs. I f it 1:vere lef t to 
chance, without these bids, the order perhaps would have been 
given to that vendor who quoted the highest figure of all. 
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Time to purchase. Generally vendors are called upon to 
supply merchandise in large quantities shortly before school 
opening in September, or immediately after a fiscal year begins 
in January or February. During these two peak periods, vendors 
are unable to give a purchase or quotation request the attention 
it deserves. They are unable to coordinate freight shipments 
and delivery schedules to pass on savings to the customer. An 
organization of these vendors~? has suggested that attempts should 
be made to spread out purchases of school equipment over the en-
tire year~ 
Samples. It is beneficial both to the supplier and the 
purchaser to solicit samples of school furniture for inspection 
prior to purchase or bid award. The supplier has an opportunity 
to have his product displayed in order that its real value may 
be ascertained. The purchaser has the opportunity of assessing 
this value, yet more important has an opportunity of examining 
exactly what is being offered. Whenever possible samples of a 
complete unit, identical to that being offered should be ex-
amined. Cut-away models, mock-ups, or units "just like this 
one, except • • • n can be misleading. It is well to specify 
17 Monthly Bulletin, February, 1957, National School 
Service Institute, Chicago 3, Illinois (in the files of the 
Institute). 
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exactly ~men and where the samples are to be sent, and when 
they may be reclaimed by the vendor. 
Testing. There are many tests v~hich can be made of school 
furniture by the average person which require no s pecial labo~ 
atory situations or extensive tools. First, a genera l apprais-
al of the overall appearance of the product from a design .._Joint 
of vievf should be made. The entire lines of the unit should 
be congruous, that is should have a readily discernible pat-
tern. Smoothed edges or corners ~annat ordinarily be teamed · 
v·J"ith sharp or square edges, nor can massive pieces of vmod or 
metal be teamed 1.•rith delicate or light frame1.·.rork. This esthetic 
taste becomes a personal thing. 
The finish should be smooth and even \'lith no visible 
bubbles or runs. Check the unders ide of wooden pieces to see 
that they have received some treatment. If this area is not 
treated in some ~ray, it remains naked \'rood and subject to the 
climatic changes which may cause cracks or ·warps to develop. 
The durability of finishes may be tested ~dth the edge of a 
coin firmly dragged across t he surface. It is 1.vell ·t o •choose 
an unobtrusive area vrhere scratches, if made, vmuld be less 
objectionable by the vendor. Sharp corners and edges provide 
a s iY'.all area of contact for abrasions thereby creating an area 
highly prone to the vlearing of finishes. The placement of rails.-
bet\-Ieen leg members should be examined to ascertain ' 'rhether or 
not they are so positioned t hat they will become f oot rests. 
All moving parts should be operated to determine their suita-
bility and function • . Metal members should be exarnined for edges 
vlhich are smooth yet not sharp. Pressure should be a pplied to 
oppos ite corners of the units to ascertain their levelness. 
All broad surfaces should be tapped to determine their degree 
of resonance. The noise level of chairs may be tested by rais-
ing their rear legs several inches from the floor and t hen let-
ting them rock back by dropping. There \•rill be a . marked dif-
ference in the sounds made due to the type of glides and rigid-
ity of construction. This especially pertains to steel folding 
chairs. Desks and chairs should be tested by actually sitting 
in them to determine their con~ort yet encouragement of good 
posture. All joints should be examined for tightness, strength~ 
and rigidity. The formation of excess glue. or welding ma t erial 
in the vicinity of joints connote workmanship of inferior qual-
ity . Drawers should be checked for ease of operation and prox-
imity of fit. Drawer stops, glides·, fastenings, and all hard-
ware s hould re·ceive careful scrutiny. 
One of the best test methods of s.chool furniture is to 
a ppraise it through usage. If possible, examination of used 
u..l'lits will reveal their strengths and weaknesses. lv!ost vendors 
are able t o furnish references in neighboring communities \"!here 
schools have used the item in question. These consumers s hould 
be contacted and their comn1ents weighed. 
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Delivery. There are several ways of specifying deliv-
ery of school furniture, all of which affect the cost of the 
items. 
"Tail board Deli very" means that a shipper vd.ll back his 
truck up to a loading platform or door and move the furniture 
to the tailboard of the truck • . From that point the material is 
the responsibility of the purchaser. 
"Delivery to Inside Locationtt means that the shipper will 
unload the truck and place the furniture just inside of the 
nearest opening. 
nnelivered, Set-up, Ready for Usett can '\•Tell be specified 
any school district which wishes to pay for this service. It 
is advantageous for the school district to have goods shipped 
directly to schools in this manner, rather than accept delivery 
to a storage building to later be moved. lVhen this type of ser-
vice is s pecified, a statement concerning the res}_X)nsibility o:f 
t he vendor to remove all packing materials from the premises and 
leave the area ''broom clean". A distinct advantage to this type 
of delivery is that there can be no question of liability of 
equipment failure due to improper assembly or faulty installatiDn. 
"Knocked Dom1tt (specified K.D.} means that delivery will 
be accepted in a dis-assembled state. On most items a :few screw·s 
or nuts and bolts are all that is necessary to assemble the items. 
By not having to send men and equipment into a building to as-
semble the furniture, vendors can pass the resulting savings on 
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to the purchaser. This may be a large amount of money, depend-
ing upon the distance bet1,reen the vendor's place of business 
and the school's delivery point. 
The terms of delivery should be decided before bids or 
quotations are solicited in order that all vendors may properly 
anticipate their costs. 
Replacement of parts. The availability of replacement 
parts should be determined prior to the purchase of school fu~ 
niture. Well-established firms stock ample replacement parts, 
'\'Jhereas smaller manufacturers may not be able to afford this 
inventory . 
Some 't"lestern manufacturers ship their furniture to the 
east coast by boat. Several '\'leeks may be required to obtain 
replacement parts via this route. 
It is reasonable to specify that all furniture must be 
guaranteed for one year from date of delivery against all defects 
in materials and/or ill}'o rkmanship. Full replacement is to be at 
no cost to the purchaser. Most structural defects 'trill become 
knovm ·vvithin this period of time as all seasonal clina tic vari-
ations occur. 
Perhaps the best method of reducing replacement difficul-
ties of school furniture is to select 'tt.lell- made units ,,rhich 
vrill not ordinarily require this ·type of attention. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUiviTv1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
School furniture in America evolved from that of the 
house or church building vvhere school happened to have been 
kept. Gradually, concern was shO"\.tffi. for individual differences 
in the size and stature of pupils and more recently educational 
philosophy has dictated that the units must also be movable for 
pupil grouping. Because a youngster has less than half of his 
energy to devote to groi"lth, activity, and learning, it is \'!ell 
to reduce seating and v~iting discomforts to their mini~mum in 
order that a greater part of the remaining energy can be de-
voted to learning. The child operates as a unit and requires 
that all seating conditions be balanced or aligned. A young-
ster should sit erectly in a chair rather than on it. 
The furniture and surroundings in a classroom should not 
exceed a brightness contrast of three to one in terms of light 
reflectance. There are no colors that are exclusively suitabJe 
to ordinary school rooms or furnishings. 
Wood furniture is less expensive, readily repaired, 
durable, yet prone to splintering on edges. A lacquer finish on 
\'Tood is very servicable. 
Plywood has all the advantages of vrood 1:vith the added 
features of high resistance to warping and great tensile 
strength due to its inherent composition. 
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r~letal is more expensive than vrood ·when used fer school 
furniture construction·, yet is strong , durable, and would or-
dinarily require very little maintenance and repair. 
Plastics are presently in the developmental stage in the 
mant~acturing of school furniture. Early indications are that 
it 'Hill produce inexpensive~ durable, colorful, and attractive 
units. 
The fastenings and fittings used on school furniture are' 
very important to the total value and expected service of the 
units. They should be vrell designed to perform their intended 
function, and should retard student tampering as much as possi-
ble. 
Purchase through competitive bidding usually results in 
some financial savings. Purchases should be s pread out over the 
entire school year. Saraple:s of items to be purchased should be 
carefully examined. Many tests can be made of furniture sam-
ples lr'rithout elaborate testing equipment. Terms of . delivery 
should be clearly stated at the time of purchase. Replacement 
parts of items purchased should be readily available, both at 
the time of purchase and in the future. 
Conclusions. Real value in school furniture can be ob-
tained by being a~rare of the structural composition of the itans 
desired, their suitability to purpose, and by purchasing the 
units at a fair price in terms of all pieces offered. The ac-
quisition cost, the maintenance cost, and the predicted life 
expectancy of the units determine their real cost. 
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Other guides concerned with the selection of specialized 
classroom equipment, teacher's equipment and furniture, or edu-
cational supplies could be developed. The typical superinten-
dent of school districts which do not have business managers or 
other technically trained personnel should appreciate receivir.g 
such information in concise form. 
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APPENDIX 
GENERAL CLASSROOM FURNITURE I'JIANUF ACTURERS 
Adirondack Chair Co. , 1140 Broadway, New York 1, N.Y. 
Allen Chair Corp .. , 360 Broadway, Ne·v.; York 13, N.Y. 
American Chair Co. , 911 N. 11th St. Sheboygan; \vis. 
American Desk Mfg. Co., Temple, ·rrexas 
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American Seating Co., 901 Broadway l!J. \'l. , Grand Rapids 2, !\1ich. 
Arlington Seating Co., Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Astra Bent"mod Furniture Co., 61 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y. 
Beckley-Cardy Co., 1900· N. Narragansett, Chicago 39, Ill. 
Brady Seating Co., 2127 W. Iowa St., Chicago 22, Ill. 
Brunsvrick-Balke-Collender Co. , 623 S. ¥/abash Ave. , Chicago 5, I ll. 
Cadillac Desk Co., Newton, Mass. 
Childcraft Equipment Co. , 115 E. 23rd St., Ne\lv York 10, N. Y. 
Clarin Mf'g . Co., 4640 1·1. Harrison St., Chicago l~o4, Ill. 
Colonial Furniture Co., 526 S. Hamilton St., High Point, \T .C. 
Creative Playthings Inc., 5 University, New York 3, N.Y. 
Desks of America Inc., Bridgeport 6, Conn. 
Duff 11fg . Co., J'.:Iilford, N.H. 
Durham i·1fg. Co., Cleveland and Mounds St., Muncie, Ind. 
Empire Furniture lvlf g , Co • , Clinton, I•·Tass. 
Globe Jiifg . and Seating Co., 1722 N.E. Third Ave., Amarillo, Tex. 
General Fireproofing Co., Youngstol'm l, Ohio 
Green River Chair Co., Livermore, Ky . 
Grogg Bros;. lv1fg. Co., 142 South East St., Spring Grove, Pa. 
Griggs Equipment Co., Box 630, Belton, Texas 
Hampden Specialt ies Co., Easthampton, Mass. 
Heyvrood lvakefield Co. , 206 Central St. , Gardlier, :rrass. 
Hoosier Desk Co., Jasper, Indiana 
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Hovre Folding Furniture Inc., 1 Park venue, Nev1 York 16, N.Y. 
Ideal Seating Co., 529 Ann St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Imperial Desk Co., 1312 Ttl. Florida St .• , Evansville 7, Indiana 
Ir1-rin Seating Co., 1480 Buchanan S.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich. 
J & J Too 1 and Iviachine Co • , 95 05 S. Prarie Ave . , Chicago , Il1. 
Jasper C 'la ~"r Co • , 8th and Elm St • , Jasper, Indiana 
Knoll Associates, 575 :Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 
Krueger Metal Products Co., 1056 W. I•'i.ason St., Green Bay, \"lis. 
Kuehne Ivifg. Co., Mattoon·, I11. 
I~Iayline Co., 631 N. Commerce St., Sheboygan, Wis. 
~ etalab Equipment Co., 270 Duffy Ave. , Hicksville, L. I. , N.Y. 
Jvietwood IVlfg. Co., Hanover, Pa. 
Iviidv.rest Folding Products ., Roselle, Ill. 
Niller Furniture Co. , Zeeland, Iviich. 
:Mitchell Mfg. Co., 2740 s. 34th St ., Milwaukee, iis. 
utschler Brothers Co., S. Iviadison St., Nappanee, Indiana 
£iiyrtle Desk Co. , High Point, N.C. 
National School Equipment Co., Port Washington, Wis. 
National Store Fixture Co., Odenton, Md. 
Norcor Ivifg. Co., 312 W. \V'alnut St., Green Bay 'lis. 
Norquist Products Inc., 415 Chandler St., Jamesto1-m, N.Y. 
Paris ~ffg. Co., South Paris, ~mine 
Peabody Seating Co., North ~~nchester, Indiana 
E.vi .A. Rowles Co., 104 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Sln-vayder Brothers Inc., 4270 High St., Detroit 29, Mich. 
Sico M.fg. Co., 5215 Eden Ave., s. Minneapolis 24, Minn. 
J.E. Sjostrom , 1715 N. lOth St., Philadelphia 22, Pa. 
Standard School Equipment Co., Siler City, N.C. 
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Sturgis Posture Chair Co., 154 E. Erie St., Chicago 11, Ill. 
Vireo I~trg. Corp., P.o. Box. 44846 Hancock Station, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 
1rV'estmoreland !•Ietal Iv.ffg. Corp., I•'Iilnor St. and Bleigh Ave., 
Philadelphia 35, Penn. 
'~;' illiams and Bro'tl'm Inc., P.O. Box 586, Siler City, N.C. 
